Germlasm Conservation: Instrumental in Agricultural Biodiversity—A Review
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Abstract: Germplasm is a valuable natural resource that provides knowledge about the genetic composition of a species and is crucial for conserving plant diversity. Germplasm protection strategies not only involve rescuing plant species threatened with extinction, but also help preserve all essential plants, on which rests the survival of all organisms. The successful use of genetic resources necessitates their diligent collection, storage, analysis, documentation, and exchange. Slow growth cultures, cryopreservation, pollen and DNA banks, botanical gardens, genetic reserves, and farmers’ fields are a few germplasm conservation techniques being employed. However, the adoption of in-vitro techniques with any chance of genetic instability could lead to the destruction of the entire substance, but the improved understanding of basic regeneration biology would, in turn, undoubtedly increase the capacity to regenerate new plants, thus expanding selection possibilities. Germplasm conservation seeks to conserve endangered and vulnerable plant species worldwide for future proliferation and development; it is also the bedrock of agricultural production.
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1. Introduction

Humans comprehended the economic utility of plants and initiated domestication of wild species about 10,000 years ago. They started saving seeds or vegetative propagules of plants from one season to the next, even while migrating from place to place. The art of seed conservation was taught and enacted in parts of India and China as far back as 700 BC. This has been a crucial factor in the development of agriculture throughout the world and for the introduction of genetic variability into populations through natural hybridizations with wild and weedy relatives, coupled with spontaneous mutations. To ensure nutritional and economic security, mankind is reliant on the continuous availability of a diverse pool of plant genetic resources for agriculture. Capturing natural and existing genetic diversity through pre-breeding with crop wild relatives (CWRs) is critical for global food security. Their natural selection in the wild accumulated a rich set of useful variations that can be introduced into crop plants by crossing, providing a base for further changes. The CWRs not only constitute a valuable germplasm resource for improving agricultural production but are also central for maintaining sustainable agro-ecosystems. Therefore, an understanding of the pattern of variation and the places of its existence is imperative for conserving and utilizing germplasm resources.

The sum total of all allelic sources that influence a range of traits of a crop constitutes its plant genetic resources (PGRs) and germplasm is the genetic material passed from one generation to the next [1]. This genetic diversity may have been drawn from related wild plant species, that are direct or distant ancestral predecessors of cultivated...
species, currently cultivated or domesticated or semi-domesticated cultivars as well as their component cultivars that are currently in use or have become obsolete, or landraces or historic varieties [2]. Despite their existence, significant hurdles are faced in mobilizing these allelic resources for effective and sustainable use [3]. Even though many gene banks now exist worldwide, only about 30 countries have opted for safe long-term storage of their germplasm in them because of a shortage of long-term maintenance provisions for such gene banks [4]. Further, the 7.5 million accessions in these gene banks are primarily crops on which humans and animals rely for food and nutrition, including their diversified wild relatives and landraces. Still, there are locally important crops and underutilized species that need to be protected [5].

Germplasm conservation helps preserve knowledge about extinct, wild, and other living species of a crop plant since human interference has led to the erosion of genetic diversity by increasing favored genes and totally eliminating the less desirable, effecting the extinction of the historic genetic material. It is mainly concerned with ensuring the secure handling and proper preservation of germplasm of commercially valuable plants by collecting each taxon’s propagules [6]. Plant breeding and habitat regeneration of ecosystems for livestock, horticulture, and forestry are a few applications of germplasm protection and include PGRs for food and agriculture (PGRFA) and PGRs for non-food utilization such as medicinal plant species, wood and fuel plant species, ornamental species, and recreation and amenity species (Figure 1). However, the utilization of available genetic resources for crop improvement is being neglected [7]. There is a significant gap between actual germplasm utilization and the number of collections available in gene banks for any given crop species [8,9]. The very aim of establishing vast germplasm collections is thus negated as plant breeders still extensively use fewer and closely related parents and their derivatives in crop improvement programs [10]. Introgression of desirable attributes from wild relatives to high yielding cultivars is one way of developing climate-resilient crops that are better adjusted to particular growing conditions [11]. Although the germplasm accessions seem to be genotypic duplicates, they are indispensable tools for studying plant development and gene functions [12].

Figure 1. Overall representation of global plant genetic diversity.
2. Conservation of Plant Genetic Resources: A Brief History

Alphonse de Candolle, a botanist, was the first to attempt and locate the origin of crop plants and his work is published as a book titled ‘Origin of Cultivated Plants’ in 1882, reprinted in 1959. N.I. Vavilov, a Russian explorer, geneticist, and plant breeder, was the first to explore and recognize the diversity present in crop plants. In 1926, he proposed the concept of ‘centers of origin’ of crop plants, which may be defined as a geographical area that has the maximum genetic diversity for a crop, and identified eight distinct centers of origin of crop plants (1951) [13]. He further observed that for some crops, the centers of diversity did not include their wild relatives and explained this pattern in the form of a distinction between primary center (a geographical region where a crop originated and had maximum diversity) and secondary center (wild relatives of crops migrated to other places from their center of origin where they were domesticated and evolved independently). In 1965, Zhukovsky [14] further modified the Vavilovian centers of origin into eight mega gene centers of crop diversity and four micro gene centers of crop wild relatives. However, Harlan (1970) contested that the centers of origin of some crops are so diffused in time and space that this problem can never be solved. Therefore, Harlan and De Wet (1971) [15] gave the concept of gene pools. They categorized the whole genetic variation at different levels as primary, secondary, and tertiary gene pools based on the degree of relationship between species, which is less taxonomical but very helpful in crop improvement:

(i) The primary gene pool (GP1): Crossing among individuals is possible with normal seed set, segregation, and recombination such that gene transfer is possible through routine breeding. It includes both cultivated and wild races of a crop.

(ii) Secondary gene pool (GP2): It includes biological species which have some barriers of crossability with the crop (GP1), resulting in sterile hybrids, as chromosome pairing is not normal; hence, transfer of genes is restricted. Overcoming barriers of crossability can lead to normal seed development.

(iii) Tertiary gene pool (GP3): More distant to GP2, crosses of GP3 with a crop (GP1) result in lethal or sterile hybrids due to abnormality in embryo development. Normal gene transfer is not possible but special tissue culture techniques can be deployed to produce hybrid embryos.

With technology developments in genetic engineering, the concept of a fourth gene pool (GP4), ‘the Gene Ocean’, has been made available, which has enabled the transfer of genes from different kingdoms into one another through recombinant DNA technology.

In 1948, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) was established as the first global environmental union that brought together governments and civil society organizations for the protection of nature. However, the genetic security of crops gained worldwide momentum in the 1960s, when FAO (1961) organized the first international technical meeting on plant exploration and introduction. The Crop Ecology and Genetic Resources Unit of FAO (established in 1968) held international technical conferences in cooperation with the International Biological Program (established in 1963) that emphasized locating the germplasm, its survey, classification, evaluation, preservation, documentation, and coordination for the management of PGRs at international level. The technical advisory committee of Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) recommended the creation of network of crop specific regional genetic resource centers. The Rockefeller Foundation and World Bank together established International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs) in many developing countries, which have also established their own germplasm collections. Realizing the danger of genetic resources being eroded, the United Nations Conference on Human Environment, held in Stockholm in 1972, recommended the conservation of habitats that are rich in genetic diversity. In 1974, the International Board of Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR) was established at FAO headquarters in Rome, with a specific mandate to promote and coordinate an international network of genetic resource centers for collecting, conserving, documenting, evaluating, and using plant germplasm for the welfare of people [16]. In 1992, after a decade of including research and training into its mandate, this international gene bank organization...
was transformed into an autonomous organization by the name of International Plant Genetic Resources Institute (IPGRI). Many countries engaged in plant breeding activities have established their own national plant genetic resource management organizations in sync with the policies and programs of IPGRI such as the National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR), New Delhi, that monitors the activities related to plant genetic resources in India.

The 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) gave a boost to the conservation of PGRs, as it aimed at the “conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources”. The 1996 FAO Global Plan of Action for Conservation and Sustainable Use of PGRFA aimed to “ensure the conservation of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture as the basis of food security, promote sustainable use of plant genetic resources to foster development and reduce hunger and poverty, promote fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of PGRs, assist countries and institutions to identify priorities for action, strengthen existing programs and enhance institutional capacity” [17]. In 2001, the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture was signed by 136 countries for the conservation and sustainable use of PGRs for food and agriculture and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits derived from their use, in harmony with CBD for sustainable agriculture and food [18]. The Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC) became a CBD weapon in the early 2000s, when it declared a “positive, sustainable future in which human activities promote the diversity of plant life” [19]. By 2020, the initiative intended to keep a meager 75% of endangered plant species in ex situ stocks, feasibly in their native habitats, and at least 20% under biodiversity conservation drives. About 70% of plant genetic diversity, including wild relatives and few economic species, has been retained for honoring, protecting, and achieving sustainability [20]. The Nagoya Protocol of the CBD is an additional arrangement that encourages the signatories to share the rewards of using genetic resources equally [21].

3. Need for Germplasm Conservation: Genetic Erosion and Genetic Vulnerability

Each crop enhancement program is aimed at increasing production which narrows down the genetic diversity. Harlan (1931) outlined the limited diversity available in barley [22]. Similarly, Vavilov also chronicled the shrinking crop diversity due to modern agriculture breeding approaches. Since then, scientists have been concerned about the eroding genetic diversity and have realized that CWRs and landraces are a rich source of essential variability. Assessing the genetic loss in cereals [23–25] led to the conclusion that cultivated crops have become less varied after domestication, due to selection pressures and dispersal bottlenecks [26]. Guarino refers to genetic erosion as a “loss of individual genes or combinations of genes, such as those found in locally adapted landraces, over time in a given region, and persistent reduction of common localized alleles” [27]. The definition suggests that a significant event in genetic erosion is the number and frequency of depletion of regionally adapted specific alleles. When geographical diversity reduces, the overall gene pool becomes more vulnerable to depletion and extinction, thereby reducing global equality and wealth [28]. According to the FAO, the key causes of genetic erosion are the direct replacement of local varieties, overexploitation of species, overgrazing, reduced fallow and changing agricultural systems, indirect land clearing, population pressure, environmental degradation, legislation/policy change, pest/weed/disease infestation, civil strife, and climate change making the PGRs more vulnerable to extinction. Plant species are also deemed endangered due to sudden changes in environmental conditions. They are either few in number or at risk of extinction [29]. It has been reported that about 12.5% (34,000 species) of vascular plants worldwide have been at threat (Table 1).
Table 1. International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List for the year 2019–2020 [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EX—Extinct</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW—Extinct in the wild</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR—Critically endangered</td>
<td>4674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN—Endangered</td>
<td>8593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU—Vulnerable</td>
<td>8459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR/cd—Lower risk: Conservation dependent</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT or LR/nt—Near threatened</td>
<td>3181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC or LR/lc—Least concern</td>
<td>24,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD—Data deficient</td>
<td>4090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A reduction in diversity may not generally lead to genetic erosion on a comprehensive scale in a certain region. A study on Australian wheat reported no national shift in diversity, although in some countries, the genetic base of wheat has narrowed [30]. A parallel study on barley reported a decrease in allelic diversity in some of the surveyed countries in the Baltic region although overall diversity was preserved [31].

Global Germplasm Conservation Programs

The conservation of germplasm, in response to the CBD and GSPC, particularly in seed banks, has not only improved conventional germplasm preservation for major crop species, but has also conquered concerns regarding habitat destruction, climate change, and genetic erosion [20]. Germplasm preservation has now been expanded to include non-crop species, including native flora, such as CWRs and threatened species. The Global Crop Trust supports main crops in over 80 countries and has established a ‘backup’ seed bank underneath the Arctic ice in Svalbard, Norway [32]. The Millennium Seed Bank Partnership (MSBP) has played a pivotal role in establishing a global network for the conservation of native plants (including CWRs) and capacity building [33]. The main strength of such cooperative programs is the duplication of collections that ensure a backup if one gene bank fails. For example, because of the civil war in Syria, ICARDA seed bank collections were not accessible to plant breeders in 2015 [18]. The backup collections at Svalbard were made available to start cereal cultivation activities in dry-arid regions. A self-explanatory general pipeline of any conservation program is given in Figure 2. The curator mainly identifies and streamlines the possibility of duplicate accessions (Duplicates), which are an elementary concern for germplasm conservation. For instance, the ICAR-NBPGR created a software package “PGR dup” in the R environment, which works on passport information to exclude duplicate accessions from the existing gene bank collection [34]. On the other hand, duplication of genetically identical subsamples of accessions (Safety Duplicates) reduces the potential of moderate to severe destruction from natural or manmade disasters. These are also referred to as the second most original sample [35] that includes both the duplication of content and its relevant information and are deposited in the base collection at various locations, probably in another country.
Figure 2. General pipeline of a germplasm conservation program.

4. Methods of Germplasm Storage and Conservation

Accessions are generally stored as different kinds of collections. Core collections [36] serve as an initial point for efficient germplasm utilization in crop breeding and refer to a subset of the base (large) collection or a limited number of accessions from an existing large collection of germplasm [37]. The core collection is used as a working collection and is closely reviewed, while reserve collections are accessions that do not form part of the core collection [38]. The vast number of base collections and a lack of accurate data on their economically important characteristics explain the underuse of genetic resources. ICARDA has made a core hybrid collection of 1000 entries of barley which reflects the genetic wealth of the entire world [39,40]. The two fundamental storage approaches, ex situ and in situ conservation [41], employed for germplasm storage are explained in Figure 3. PGRFAs need ex situ protection for safety from their natural environments. Samples may be stored as live plant specimens in field gene banks/botanic gardens/arboreta and can also be conserved as seed/pollen/explants/DNA in specialized artificial environments [42]. On the other hand, in situ conservation entails on-site survival of the species in its natural habitat ensuring sustainability of the environment and ecosystem, and in case of domesticated or cultivated species, storage within the ecosystem under which their distinctive characteristics developed.

4.1. Ex Situ Conservation

Ex situ management is a straightforward, cost-effective approach that involves regular material viability testing and timely recovery, depending on the crop and its reproductive biology [43]. The collection of wild species in seed banks are projected to play a key role in preserving and restoring biodiversity [44]. It is necessary to efficiently manage these collections to obtain adequate viable seeds for their optimal utilization. The Global Crop Diversity Trust (GCDT) plays a key role in improving ex situ conservation techniques and managing global crop diversity [45]. As per their storage capacity, seeds are divided into two classes [46]:

(i) Orthodox seeds: Such seeds can tolerate drying (5% RH) and freezing (very low temperatures) but remain viable. The vast majority of plants fall into this category whose seeds can thus be easily preserved for long periods of time [47]. Examples include citrus, guava, capsicum, cashew, and most grains and legumes.

(ii) Recalcitrant seeds: Such seeds cannot tolerate drying and freezing. They lose viability significantly if the moisture content goes below 30–50%. Examples include a number of tropical trees and fruits, such as pineapples, cocoa, coffee, oil palm, mango, jackfruit, etc. Such seeds can be stored at temperatures of 0–10 °C briefly (1 to 5 years) while retaining their viability.
Figure 3. Schematic outline of germplasm conservation approaches.

Generally, for every decrease of 1% seed moisture content, the life of the seed doubles; this rule is applicable when moisture content is 5–14%. For every decrease of 5 °C in storage temperature, the life of seed doubles; this rule applies between 0 °C and 50 °C temperature [48].

The handling of a crop species depends upon whether the material being stored is seed or clone and on whether the seed is orthodox or recalcitrant. The conservation approaches that demand special techniques such as tissue culture/cold storage/liquid nitrogen storage/cryopreservation/in vivo conservation would cost much more compared to the storage of orthodox seed [49]. Another method of ex situ conservation is the desiccation and storage of embryos, but only by using somatic embryos and shoot tips [50].

4.1.1. In Vitro Conservation

The behavior of storage for different species is still experimental [51–53]. In vitro conservation was first proposed in mid-1970 [54,55]. Vegetatively propagating species such as potato, species that do not produce viable seeds such as banana, or species that often produce recalcitrant seeds need to be preserved by other means [56]. For such species, in vitro plant conservation is the solution which utilizes the fundamentals of plant tissue culture involving the separation of a cell/tissue from the donor plant under aseptic conditions and producing it on a synthetic medium in a proper container under a controlled environment [57]. The tissue cultivation protocol for a test plant begins by searching for an already-known protocol of a plant in the same taxa and sharing near affinity due to common physiological and biochemical characteristics. For protection of such conserved species from viral infections, either meristem cultivation [58] or cryotherapy can be undertaken [59].
4.1.2. Methods Involved in the In Vitro Conservation of Germplasm

Among various in vitro conservation strategies, two have proven successful:

(i) IVAG: In vitro active gene bank (in vitro conservation under slow growth) is widely used by a range of national and international research centers such as NBPGR, IITA (International Institute of Tropical Agriculture), and CIP (International Potato Centre) [60]. This technique can only be used as a short- to medium-term conservation strategy, meaning that it is impossible to preserve extensive collections using this process.

(ii) Cryopreservation: This strategy makes use of solid carbon dioxide (−79 °C), minimum temperature deep freezers (−80 °C), vapor nitrogen (−150 °C), or liquid nitrogen (−196 °C) for preserving cells and tissues in a frozen state at extremely low temperatures. The cell can be preserved for a prolonged period of time when it is inactivated at such low temperatures. Plant tissues that can be cryopreserved include meristems, eggs, endosperms, ovules, plants, plant cells, plant protoplasts, and calli [61]. Two advanced cryopreservation methods are employed that focus on the mitigation of cell damage caused by the production of ice crystals. One approach includes vitrifying cellular water with cryoprotective products, whereas the other involves encasing specimens in alginate gel and then dehydrating them. When a specimen is vitrified, a cryoprotective fluid is infused, facilitating the conversion to a non-crystalline vitreous solid of mostly cellular water [62]. Encapsulation involves embedding the specimen into an alginate gel [63], either in the form of a shoot tip or somatic embryo, to provide an artificial seed that is dehydrated. This procedure involves many actions, of which freezing, thawing, and reculturing are the most significant. Shoots, leaves, floral parts, immature embryos, hypocotyl bits, or cotyledons can be used as explants [64], thus requiring the establishment of systematic protocols. The cryopreservation of dormant buds and in vitro shoot tips is an alternate solution for long-term protection [65,66]. Progress is now underway in the perception of best practices for the cryopreservation of a range of commercially significant plants, including apples, grapes, and citrus [67,68]. For example, in some cases, it provides alternate ways to save entire species. Second, the transfer of germplasm is facilitated. Third, approaches to molecular biology are used to address germplasm control and use-related issues. The fourth impact stems from the growing demands of biotechnologists for germplasm and conservation resources. Biotechnological techniques, including in vitro culture, cryopreservation, and molecular markers, would be beneficial to plant diversity research and genetic resource control studies and in turn eventual restoration [69]. However, because of their high susceptibility to desiccation, systemic sophistication, and heterogeneity, it is far less sophisticated for recalcitrant seed species. Many scientific barriers prevent the use of cryopreservation regularly for plant meristems, pollens, and plant cells. Although many scientific collections and germplasm banks conduct cryopreservation experiments, none use cryopreservation for the storage of non-seed germplasm.

Other in vitro methods include:

(i) Slow-growing cultures: This is a viable alternative to cryopreservation as it is cost-effective and straightforward and contamination through gene alterations are usually minimized [70]. Subculture cycles may be stretched up to 1 or 2 years, shortening the time, effort, and equipment needed to maintain them. Slower growth lessens the rate of cell division; thus, spontaneous mutation in culture is multiplied a number of times. Collections preserved under in vitro for slow growth are often susceptible to genetic instability and infection. All variables that affect culture development include temperature, nutritional constraint, growth regulation, and osmotic concentration. Other factors include oxygen concentration, the form of the propagation vessel used, and the light needed by cultures. In addition, stress variables may have different effects on the genotype of the population, some preferring somaclonal variants over others [71]. This could contribute to a cell population change and the genetic integrity
of the original clonal material not being maintainable, as in shooting cultures of banana [72].

(ii) DNA storage: Establishment of a DNA storage facility as a backup to traditional ex situ storage has been suggested [73] but is not widely used, since the use of stored genes for PGRFA is restricted because these need to be isolated, cloned, and then utilized through the production of a transgenic plant. DNA storage mainly complements germplasm conservation, as it forms a basis of genomic material that explains species origin or population diversity.

(iii) Cold storage: This is a form of short-term storage, slow-growth preservation process where the germplasm is stored at a moderate, non-freezing temperature (1–9 °C). The prominent benefit of this method is that it accelerates plant growth in cold storage rather than stopping it during cryopreservation, so that plants are protected from cryogenic damage [74]. In addition, this technique is useful, inexpensive, and produces germplasm with higher rates of survival. Cold storage of the in vitro collection provides additional security while keeping the plants available for study or distribution. Many excellent reports exist on cold storage, such as virus-free strawberry plants that could be stored at 10 °C for around six years, certain grape plants that could be stored for about 15 years (by moving them to fresh medium every year) have recently been published [75].

(iv) Low-pressure and low-oxygen storage: Under low-pressure storage (LPS), the atmospheric pressure surrounding the plant material is decreased which yields a partial reduction of the pressure exerted by the gases around the germplasm. The lowering of partial pressure decreases the in vitro growth of plants (of organized or unorganized tissues). Low-pressure storage systems are essential for both the short- and long-term storage of plant materials. The short-term storage is specifically useful to enhance the shelf life of many plant materials like fruits, vegetables, cut flowers, or plant cuttings. The storage of germplasm grown in cultures can be done long term under low pressure. In addition to germplasm preservation, LPS decreases the activity of pathogenic organisms and prevents spore germination in the plant culture systems. In low-oxygen storage, the oxygen concentration is decreased, but the atmospheric pressure (260 mm Hg) is maintained by the addition of inert gases (specifically nitrogen). There is a reduction in plant tissue growth if the partial pressure of oxygen is below 50 mm Hg. This is because, with less availability of O\textsubscript{2}, the production of CO\textsubscript{2} is low. As a result, the photosynthetic activity is decreased, thereby halting the plant tissue growth and dimension.

Seeds of many tropical and subtropical plants are recalcitrant and because of their shorter lifespan, it is difficult to save them for extended periods [76]. The seeds of coconut, cocoa, and several tree species are physiologically unripe, high in moisture content, cannot resist a lot of dehydration, are vulnerable to frost, and can only be preserved at low temperatures. Other species such as coffee and oil palm can be stored for a limited time only and indeed their long-term survival is not possible. For several limitations like seed dormancy, short life span, seed-borne diseases, and high cost of operation and labor, alternate storage strategies are necessary. Thus, modern in vitro techniques such as freezing the tissues and cells at −196 °C and cold storage were developed [77].

In vitro conservation provides various advantages like adaptability and stability in addition to freedom from the threat of contamination. Contamination of these cultures is influenced by various factors, including age: older tissues are more prone to viruses than younger ones [78]; position: the sterilization of underground tissues with high levels of endogenous contaminants is challenging [79]; complex tissue: in vegetative and floral buds, pathogens in complex tissue may protect even foreign microorganisms from surface sterilant [80]; and atmosphere: the environment may influence contamination [81,82].
4.1.3. Ex Situ Conservation in Field Gene Banks, Botanic Gardens, and Arboreta

The field gene banks have traditionally been responsible for conserving recalcitrant and vegetative species, such as fruit, tubers, and plantation crops. Germplasm is grown in field nurseries at varying levels above the sea depending on the species [83]. The whole plant collection can also be preserved using either of the two other ex situ management strategies, viz., botanical gardens and arboreta. These places have living specimens of plants for exhibitions or educational purpose, economic exploitation, or scientific use. Worldwide, there are about 1700 botanical gardens, with more than 3.2 million live accessions of 100,000 species. Ten to fifteen percent of these species are reported to be at risk in nature, with some form of conservation policy being deployed for saving about half of them [84]. The first botanical garden was founded in Pisa, Italy, in the 17th century and thereafter several others have served as study sites on plant taxonomy and horticultural development (Table 2).

Table 2. Major ex situ collections of crops and wild species held in gene banks throughout the world and the percentage of world germplasm they represent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Number of Accessions</th>
<th>Major Gene Bank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage of World Germplasm Represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat (Triticum)</td>
<td>856,168</td>
<td>CIMMYT</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (Oryza)</td>
<td>773,948</td>
<td>IRRI</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize (Zea)</td>
<td>327,932</td>
<td>CIMMYT</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean (Phaseolus)</td>
<td>261,963</td>
<td>CIAT</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple (Malus)</td>
<td>59,922</td>
<td>GEN (USA167)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm (Elaeis)</td>
<td>21,103</td>
<td>INFRA</td>
<td>D.R. Congo</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicago</td>
<td>91,922</td>
<td>AMGRC (AUS006)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cacao (Theobroma)</td>
<td>12,373</td>
<td>ICGT</td>
<td>Trinidad</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: FAO second report.

4.2. In Situ Conservation

The genetic diversity of PGRFA is preserved in the natural world, whether in the wild or in a traditional agricultural or local environment [85]. The nature reserves and national parks/gene sanctuaries protect wildlife species/ecosystems/landscapes rather than individual PGRFAs. One of the strengths of in situ management is that it allows for species continuity while still evolving new recombinant types. The lack of protection in the absence of managed surveillance, the potential for multiple environmental contaminants to degrade the germplasm, and the high cost of retaining a huge number of genotypes are all disadvantages of in situ conservation [86–89]. Furthermore, the conserved substance is not immediately usable, and the longevity of the germplasm being conserved is unknown. Turkey claims to be the prime country in developing this kind of ideal strategy for protecting genetic diversity [90].

4.2.1. Natural Reserves or Genetic Reserves

The aim of the conservation process is to raise genetic diversity with a bare minimum number of genetic reserves. To do so, data on the target taxa’s genetic diversity, population composition, breeding mechanism, habitat requirements, and geographical distribution are needed. The location, classification, maintenance, and monitoring of genetic diversity in a specific natural location should therefore be included in the conservation of the wild species component of the PGRFA. The basic model for establishing a natural reserve conservation involves planning the reserve, assessment of site and socioeconomic and political factors, design of the reserve, assessment of taxon and reserve sustainability, management plan formulation, managing and monitoring the reserve, initiation of the reserve management
plan, establishment of the reserve, use of reserve traditionally or professionally, and linkage to ex situ conservation (complimentary) research programs and educational organizations. A comprehensive example of setting up and monitoring a natural reserve is provided by the Ammiad experiment in Israel that focuses on naturally occurring diversity in wild *T. turgidum* species [18].

4.2.2. On-Farm and Home Garden Conservation

Common crop varieties under various cropping schemes are maintained by farmers within traditional farming systems and form a part of these conservation techniques. Landraces, for example, are sown and harvested, and the farmer often saves a portion of the harvested seed for resowing in subsequent seasons. In this scenario, it is the farmer who is saving the germplasm, whether deliberately or accidentally. The conservationist can keep an eye on things but is not involved in the actual conservation [91]. While it is beneficial to preserve landraces in this manner, it is risky in the sense that farmers can still switch from evolving landraces to modern cultivars, and we thus lose an important resource for the future [92].

5. Status of Germplasm Conservation

By the end of 2019, gene banks worldwide held 5.43 million accessions [93] and only 5.8% of these accessions are retained as living field collections; the rest are cryopreserved and deposited as DNA [94]. Up to December 2019, 290 gene banks across the globe managed to safeguard 96,000 of around 1700 species with a critical concern for IUCN, including wild relatives of crops that are vital for domestic and global food stability (http://www.fao.org/sustainable-development-goals/indicators/251a/en/2020 (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [95]. The USDA-ARS National Plant Germplasm System is the world’s largest provider of plant genetic capital, with 595,451 accessions covering 15,970 plants. However, the majority of them are annual species held as seeds, with the National Small Grains Set accounting for 25% of all accessions [96,97] while woody perennials are less represented [98].

The USDA collections at Geneva, New York, Davis, Central America, and Riverside hold 73% of all accessions, including economically important crops like apple, grape, kiwifruit, walnut, pomegranate, mandarin, almond, and other related plants [98]. All these principal collections of annual fruit crops are conserved at institutes that include the National Fruit Collection in the United Kingdom (http://www.nationalfruitcollection.org.uk/) [99], the N.I. Vavilov All-Russian Science Research Institute of Plant Industry’s fruit collection (http://www.vir.nw.ru/unu-kollektsiya-vir/ (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [100], and the Foreign Centre for Research in Agronomy (http://www.vir.nw.ru/unu-kollekts (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [101,102]. The Crop Trust’s CGIAR Gene bank Platform allows CGIAR gene banks to meet their fiduciary duties under the International Treaty on PGRFA to sustain and provide more accessions of crops and trees [103]. The 11 CGIAR gene banks are ideally situated as crop diversity hotspots, ensuring that germplasm acquisitions and distributions are global in scope, with a diverse range of partners and users [93] (Table 3) and the overall conservation trend depicted in Figure 4.
In field gene banks across 44 countries, covering six geographic regions, the ICRAF platform alone has 11,000 accessions of 60 industrially valuable tree and nut species, mainly from Africa and Asia. Around one third of all recognized plant species (over 120,000) are found in botanical gardens worldwide [103,104]. Most botanical gardens began as medicinal plant collections or horticultural exhibits and since, many have developed into world-class research institutions dedicated to the preservation of global plant biodiversity [105]. In response to a request from the XVI International Botanical Congress to safeguard the world’s endangered plant diversity, Botanic Gardens Conservation International (BGCI) was established in 2000 [106]. Millions of accessions worldwide can be found on online databases like Genesys (www.genesys-pgr.org (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [107], BGCI’s Plant Search (https://www.bgci.org/plant_search.php (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [108], and the FAO’s Global Knowledge and Early Alert System on Plant Genetic Tools for Food and Agriculture (WIEWS) website (http://www.fao.org/wiews (accessed on 15 March 2021)) [109]. Forages are underrepresented in ex situ collections compared to food crops [110], with only about 182,000 accessions covering about 1000 species of grasses, legumes, and fodder trees disbursed in 80 national and international gene banks are enrolled in Genesys, compared to about 7.4 million plant accessions saved in around 1750 gene banks worldwide [111].
Table 3. The CGIAR gene banks with number of accessions among respective crops as per 2019–2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Institutes</th>
<th>Number of Accessions under Corresponding Crops as Per 2019–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIAT - International Centre for Tropical Agriculture, Cali, Colombia (<a href="https://ciat.cgiar.org/">https://ciat.cgiar.org/</a>) (accessed on 15 March 2021)</td>
<td>Bean-37938, Cassava-6155, Forage-22694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIMMYT - International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre, Mexico City, Mexico (<a href="https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/cimmyt/)(accessed">https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/cimmyt/)(accessed</a> on 15 March 2021)</td>
<td>Maize-28746, Wheat-155325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfricaRice - Africa Rice Centre, Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire (<a href="https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/africarice/">https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/africarice/</a>) (accessed on 15 March 2021)</td>
<td>Rice-21300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILRI - International Livestock Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya (<a href="https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/ilri/">https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/ilri/</a>) (accessed on 15 March 2021)</td>
<td>Forage grasses and legumes-18662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRRI - International Rice Research Institute, Los Baños, Philippines (<a href="https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/irri/">https://www.genebanks.org/genebanks/irri/</a>) (accessed on 15 March 2021)</td>
<td>Rice-132661</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through germplasm introduction from varied research centers situated in foreign countries and germplasm collection from within the country and around the world, the National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources (NBPRG) figured prominently in the betterment of numerous crop plants, diversification, and intensification of agriculture in India and conservation thereof containing the most significant number of 452,212 accessions, including in vitro—1916, cryopreservation—11,932, and DNA gene bank—2194 accessions that belong to 1762 species of plants (http://www.nbpgr.ernet.in/Research-Projects/Base_Collection accessed on 15 March 2021) [77,123]. The most significant number of species was preserved by germplasm banks such as the US National Plant Germplasm System (USDA), EMBRAPA (Brazil), and IBONE (Argentina), with about 48, 51, and 72 species, respectively [124]. The conservation of tropical and subtropical fruits genetic resources is handled by EMBRAPA, which has 24 field gene banks. This system has around 300 species and over 10,000 accessions under conservation, including duplications and several other subspecies collections [125]. The germplasm documentation has been updated through a national information system named the Brazilian Genetic Resources Information System—SIBRARGEN [126]. Users of Plant Genetic Resources (PGRs) get to use these capabilities to boost the efficiency and effectiveness of their efforts to preserve, explore, and use novel qualities in PGRs, as well as contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [127]. The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) call for the preservation of genetic diversity of seeds through well-managed seed and field gene banks at national and global scales as a critical step against world hunger [128].
6. Conclusions and Future Prospects

For the most part, agricultural production is focused on germplasm. Germplasm collection entails leveraging theoretical and empirical community sampling knowledge to achieve a good grasp on plant diversity, the environment, and farming’s socioeconomic and cultural aspects. It contributes towards global efforts to ensure food security in the future by retrieving natural diversity and springing up crop diversity for cultivating agricultural crops. It is also critical for forestry and horticulture, as well as for the restoration of degraded lands and the preservation of ecosystem resources across the landscape. Biotechnology has contributed greatly to the betterment of plant genetic resource management and utilization. Rapid advancements have aided plant germplasm survival using in vitro culture technology, cryopreservation, and molecular markers, which provide a valuable alternative to plant diversity studies and genetic resource management. In vitro culture technology is used to increase the number of germplasm specimens in gene banks around the world, and it is particularly useful in plant species that produce recalcitrant seeds or reproduce asexually. Adjustments in gene bank protocols would be needed to reap the full benefits of cryopreservation. There is a compelling need for improved and robust data handling mechanisms for collection, recovery, and sequence comparisons. Since germplasm serves as the raw material for breeders to grow various crops, the gathering and storage of germplasm materials has taken on a new urgency in recent years. These efforts will gradually build a ‘knowledge bank’ based on genomics, digital phenotyping, and technological innovations, allowing for a more data-driven adoption of crop diversity.
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